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ABSTRACT

This study investigates the pitch realizations
of disyllabic words in Mandarin and English
spontaneous speech. From two spoken corpora,
we obtained F0 measurements for Mandarin words
with the Rise-Fall tonal pattern, and for English
words with left stress. Analyses were conducted
on the pitch contours of these words, using
Generalized Additive Mixed Models (GAMMs).
Pitch excursions in Mandarin were generally larger,
and had narrower confidence intervals compared
to English, consistent with Mandarin being a tone
language. Surprisingly, for both languages, word
identity accounts for a considerable amount of
variance in F0, independently of other covariates
such as speaker sex and speech rate. The GAMMs
reveal that words have their own characteristic pitch
contours, just as they have their own characteristic
segmental realizations. Aword’s specific F0 contour
probably reflects the contexts and context-sensitive
senses that are most common and characteristic for
that word.

Keywords: Word-specific pitch, Mandarin tone,
English lexical stress, F0 contour, disyllabic words

1. INTRODUCTION

In language, pitch is multi-functional. Pitch can
reflect speakers’ emotions and direct listeners’
attention to the important parts of utterances.1
At the lexical level, in tone languages, it serves
to distinguish word meanings, and in non-tone
languages, it contributes to perceived stress.
However, speakers produce far more variation in
pitch than would be predicted by discrete categories
such as tone or stress [1, 2]. Various theories have
been put forward to account for the observed pitch
variation in laboratory speech, and many factors
have been shown to affect pitch. Nevertheless, the
way in which these factors interact in spontaneous
speech production is not well understood.
The present study uses corpus data to investigate

the pitch realizations of disyllabic Mandarin and

English words in spontaneous speech. We focused
on Mandarin words with the Rise-Fall (RF) tonal
pattern (e.g., 學校 xuéxiào ‘school’) and English
words with initial stressed syllable (left-stressed,
e.g., heavy). We modeled the pitch contours
of our corpus tokens using generalized additive
mixed models (GAMM, [3]). GAMMs allow us to
model F0 as a non-linear function of time across
an utterance, while also including other predictors
known to affect pitch, such as speech rate and
speaker sex. They can thus capture fine-grained
pitch undulations in the realization of words.
Our central question is whether, in spontaneous

speech and across languages, pitch contours vary
consistently with word. That is to say, do individual
word types have their own unique ‘pitch signatures’
just as they have their individual segmental makeup?
In what follows, we first present the analyses and
results for Mandarin. We then report our results for
English. In the General Discussion, we reflect on the
theoretical implications of our findings.

2. MANDARIN

The realizations ofMandarin tones have been widely
studied using experimental methods in laboratory
settings. It has been found that tonal realizations
are subject to a variety of factors, ranging from
influences at the local level such as syllable
structure and consonant type, to utterance-level
effects such as focus or intonation (see [4] for
a review). It is therefore usually the case that
actual tonal realizations deviate substantially from
the canonical contours, and might even completely
lose the expected shapes in connected speech [5].
Specifically for the RF pattern, previous studies
based on lab speech show that its actual realization is
a dipping contour followed by a delayed fall [6]. In
an extreme case of severe contraction, neither rising
nor falling is preserved [7].

2.1. Data

Instead of using lab-controlled experimentation, the
present study investigates the realizations of the
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RF contour in spontaneous speech. From the
Taiwan Mandarin spontaneous speech corpus [8],
we selected 51 RF words, each with at least 20
tokens. After removing tokens with pitch tracking
error, we were left with a total of 3860 tokens.
For each token, we took F0 measurements every
15 ms. The timepoints of these measurements
were subsequently transformed into normalized
timepoints from 0 to 1 (TIME).We also calculated the
local speech rate for each token (SR), defined as the
number of syllables per secondwithin a timewindow
of four words to the right and to the left of the target
word. In addition, we coded the tonal context of each
token (CONT), i.e., the tone type of the preceding and
following words, as well as the token’s normalized
position in the respective utterance (POS).

2.2. Analyses

We fitted a GAMM to F0, with the following
additive components: (1) a main effect of SEX, to
take into account that on average, females have
higher F0, (2) two TPRS2 smooths modeling pitch
as a function of TIME, one per SEX, (3) two TPRS
smooths for SR, one per SEX, (4) a TPRS smooth
for POS, (5) two tensor-product interaction smooths
for TIME by SR, one per SEX, (6) a tensor-product
interaction smooth for TIME by POS, (7) a random-
effect factor smooth for TIME by SPEAKER, and (8) a
random-effect factor smooth for TIME by CONT:

F0 ∼ SEX + s(TIME, by=SEX) +
s(SR, by=SEX) + s(POS) +
ti(TIME, SR, by=SEX) +
ti(TIME, POS) +
s(TIME, SPEAKER, bs="fs", m=1) +
s(TIME, CONT, bs="fs", m=1)

To address our research question, we added to
these control variables our main variable of interest,
namely a factor smooth for word type (WORD).
With this variable included, the addition of further
word-based control variables such as consonant
types, vowel types and syllable structure invariably
led to unacceptably high collinearity, rendering
model parameters difficult to interpret [9]. We
therefore excluded these additional variables from
the analysis.

2.3. Results

Figure 1 presents the partial effects of the main-
effect smooths modeling F0 as a function of TIME,
for females (left) andmales (right). Similar to results
based on lab speech, the contours in spontaneous
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Figure 1: Partial effects of the smooths for F0 as a
function of normalized time for females (left) and
males (right).

speech are characterized by an initial shallow fall,
followed by a long rise, and finally a fall. The partial
effect for males has somewhat reduced minima and
maxima, except for the final fall, which ends lower.
These contours are fine-tuned by the other control
variables in the baseline model.
Inclusion of the by-WORD factor smooth improved

the model fit by no less than 10,250 AIC units.
This result implies that how an RF pitch contour
is realized is co-determined by the identity of
the word. To ensure that this improvement was
not an artefact, we randomized the word labels,
fitted GAMMs with and without WORD as predictor,
recorded the difference in AIC, and repeated this
process 100 times to produce a distribution of model
fit improvements in AIC units. The mean of this
distribution was 1443, and the SD was 224. It
is therefore very unlikely that the improvement
of model fit with true word labels (10,250 units)
is a statistical artifact. Spontaneously produced
RF words in Mandarin thus emerge as having
individual pitch signatures, just as they have their
own segmental signatures.
Figure 2 presents the (partial) pitch contours

that result from adding, for nine words, the partial
effect of WORD to the base contour for females.
(Contours for male speakers are similar, and are
thus not shown.) For most words, the fall-rise-fall
pattern is preserved. However, there are substantial
differences in how F0 varies with time. While some
words have a pronounced initial fall, e.g., (c) and (d),
this fall can be severely muted, e.g., (f) and (i). Even
though all these words are supposed to be realized
with a fall-rise-fall pattern theoretically derived from
an underlying RF tone specification, the details of
actual phonetic realizations differ consistently on a
word-by-word basis.

3. ENGLISH

In English, pitch contributes to the perception of
lexical stress and plays an important role at the
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Figure 2: Predicted (partial) contours for a sample
of nine Mandarin words. Vertical dotted lines
indicate average syllable boundaries.

discourse level, for example to distinguish between
questions and statements or between old and new
information. It has been suggested that English
has between four and six types of meaningful
pitch accents [10, 11, 12], largely identified by the
alignment of F0 peaks and valleys with segmental
material [13]. However more recent research
has shown that the alignment of peaks shows
considerable variation between speakers, for the
same speaker on different occasions and with the
segmental composition of words [14, 15]. The
relationship between pitch contour and function is
therefore probabilistic rather than categorical [16].

3.1. Data and analyses

The English data were obtained from the Buckeye
Corpus [17]. We selected the 72 left-stressed
disyllabic words that have at least 20 occurrences
in this corpus, producing a total of 4,724 tokens.
As with Mandarin, F0 measurements were taken
across the entire pitch contour, and measurement
timepoints were normalized by duration. Local
speech rate and utterance position were also
calculated. Instead of the tonal context variable
used for Mandarin, we coded, for each token,
the stress level of the immediately preceding and
following syllables (no stress, primary stress,
or secondary stress, according to the CMU
Pronouncing Dictionary3). We fitted a GAMM
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Figure 3: Predicted partial contours of English
left-stressed disyllabic words for females (left) and
males (right).

to the English F0 data, using the same model
specification that was used for the Mandarin data.

3.2. Results

The partial pitch contours predicted for the English
words are shown in Figure 3, differentiated by
SEX. As with the Mandarin data, the female
and male contours are similar, with the contours
for females varying slightly more in magnitude
than those for males. However, compared to
Mandarin, the predicted contours come with wider
confidence intervals, indicating more variability in
the realization of pitch. Although the contours
feature a small dip at the beginning followed by
a gradual fall, only the falling part should be
considered, given that the confidence interval of the
initial fall-rise always contains 0. The pitch contour
of left-stressed words therefore emerges as initially
basically level, followed by a small rise and then
a long shallow fall. Inclusion of a by-word factor
smooth resulted in a substantial increase in goodness
of fit (by 36,180 AIC units). We carried out the
same randomization experiment as for Mandarin,
obtaining a distribution with M = 13, 504 and
SD = 1, 292, confirming that the random effect of
WORD is unlikely to be a statistical artefact.
Figure 4 presents the predicted (partial) contours

for nine English words. Compared with the pitch
realizations of Mandarin words, the contours for
the English words appear to be more idiosyncratic.
For some words, e.g., (c) and (e), a falling pitch is
obviously present, but for others, e.g., (d) and (f),
some kind of plateau can be observed. The contour
of the word ‘only’ (h) is to a large extent a flat line,
while the contour for ‘business’ (b), has two rises.

4. GENERAL DISCUSSION

In this study we investigated pitch variation in
Mandarin and English words. For both languages,
word identity is a strong predictor, accounting for
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Figure 4: Predicted partial contours for a sample
of nine English words. The contours were
obtained by summing the base contour for females
and the word-specific partial contours.

a significant amount of variance in F0, even for
words with theoretically the same underlying pitch
contour. This result suggests that there is by-word
systematicity in pitch realization, and that in both
languages, words appear to have their own pitch
signatures.
What differs between the two languages is that

in Mandarin, the signatures are ‘variations on a
theme’ provided by a sine-wave like tone contour,
whereas in English, word-specific signatures are
more idiosyncratic, and show less resemblance to
the general pitch contour, at least for disyllabic
left-stressed words. This cross-linguistic difference
may be due to the fact that compared to Mandarin
tones, stress in English is more loosely tied to pitch,
and that English words’ actual pitch realizations are
largely dependent on utterance intonation. However,
in further analyses with additional discourse-based
variables, we have so far not found a single predictor
or a combination of predictors that can completely
replace the by-word effect.
Despite our results, it might be thought that

the evidence for word-specific pitch contours will
evaporate once all variables known to co-determine
pitch have been taken into account. But this
argument runs into at least three problems. Firstly,
such a hypothesis would be difficult to test, since
many of the factors co-determining pitch are highly
correlated, leading to substantial collinearity and
concomitant lack of interpretational transparency.
Secondly, the argument is logically self-defeating
since the very large number of factors known to

influence pitch effectively define the word type and
possibly even the specific token. Thirdly, this line
of reasoning supposes a straightforward causal link
between the full array of words’ other properties
(lexical, syntactical, and discourse-related, but
excluding pitch) and the observed word-specific
pitch signatures. However, such a unidirectional
causal explanation seems unlikely, since pitch is an
integral part of every token heard.
Especially in the light of recent advances in

artificial intelligence that use statistical patterns
across the speech signal as a whole, it makes
sense to consider the present findings in a broader
perspective, where the word as a fundamental unit
plays a much more modest role. We note that
words’ forms are subject to immense variation, not
only at the level of segments and syllables, for
which reduction is widespread [18], but also at
subsegmental levels [19]. Furthermore, we note that
what a word actually means is also highly dependent
on the context in which it is used [20, 21, 22]. It
follows that the word as a theoretical and cultural
construct suggests far more constancy and unity
than is actually present in spoken language. This
conclusion is supported by studies reporting a much
tighter link between fine-grained phonetic detail and
shades of meaning than is generally assumed to exist
[23, 24, 25].
The finding of word-specific pitch contours

therefore does not entail or suggest that a given word
is always realized in exactly the same way. Just as
there is variation in the realization of a Mandarin
tone type or an English stress pattern, we assume
there will be variation in the exact realization of
word types, reflecting large numbers of parameters
including e.g., lexis, syntax, discourse, pragmatics,
and emotion that jointly determine not only pitch,
but also segmental realization, assimilation, and co-
articulation. What the GAMM provides is a best
estimate of the pitch contour of a word averaged
across all its usages. We therefore hypothesize that
the word-specific pitch signatures revealed by our
models are the pitch contours with which words are
most likely to be realized. They might be seen as
reflections of, or pointers to, words’ most typical
patterns of use.
In conclusion, we note that from a learning

perspective word-specific pitch contours make
words more discriminable from one another and
might hence facilitate learning. At a practical
level, they could therefore have useful application in
language teaching, where it may be helpful to draw
attention to words’ most characteristic contours.
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